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Abstract—This study aims to know the Effectiveness of Student Textbooks for TEYL. Teaching English for Young Learner or Primary School. Primary Teacher Education Students as agents of change will carry out the mandate of the law, that will educate the nation. Based on the theory in the background that the earlier the children are taught a foreign language, the better the abilities they will receive. Through the Teaching English for Young Learner (TEYL) they sharpen their teaching skills. The results showed that calculating the test scores on product trials after using the TEYL Student Textbook showed a significant value because the calculated t value was greater than t table.
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I. INTRODUCTION

English subjects can be officially taught in elementary school since the 1994 school year as learning local content. But in practice in elementary schools have implemented English language learning before that year [1]. The Indonesian government, in this case the Ministry of National Education, has made learning English as a foreign language at the elementary school level from urban to villages throughout Indonesia. Learning English at the elementary level is of concern to experts in the field of language learning especially English in Indonesia.

One reason for the Indonesian government to introduce English to elementary school children is based on the fact that English is used in every aspect of people's lives in the world, especially in ASEAN communities such as Indonesia in facing ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) [2]. ASEAN Economic Community).

Learning English in Integrated Islamic Primary School or private elementary schools is increasing. The stakeholders or users prefer Primary School plus which has ability teaches English as a foreign language. Stakeholders prefer schools that teach English as a foreign language due to several reasons [3]. English is the language most widely used throughout the world. It can be seen if there is an international conference or meeting in the world, they use English. It is needed by the state or international companies. Without mastering English as a foreign language, it is impossible to establish good communication and cooperation with the international community. Furthermore, English is important because almost all knowledge in accredited international journals which is written in English as a scientific language.

Approach to learn play and song children will be easier to remember the lessons delivered. In both activities, children will be directly involved in the learning process so that they will be more active in the learning process [4]. In game, it can be inserted very simple sentences related to the theme that is being studied, as well as the song to be sung. In the learning process, the teacher must be able to connect the learning process that relates to the knowledge that the child already has to be associated with the material to be learned. This is so that the learning process will take place effectively and the learning objectives will be achieved, because if students cannot connect the knowledge, they have with the lessons being studied it means there is no learning process.

Based on the theory of acceptance of children's language which is viewed from the point of view of psycholinguistics, children's learning at the elementary school level can be implemented but must be in accordance with the characteristics of elementary students [5]. For this reason, a study is needed: The Development of Student Teaching Materials for Teaching English for Children (TEYL) / as a material book for Students of Primary Teacher Education (PGSD) FIP (Education Faculty) UNESA [6].

PGSD students or candidate of teacher who is going to teach Primary School as agents of change will carry out the mandate of the law [7]. Based on the theory in the background that the earlier children are taught a foreign language, the better the abilities they will receive. Through the Teaching English for Young Learner (TEYL) material they sharpen their teaching skills [8]. Like an old time learning proverb like carving on a rock and learning in childhood as carving on a rock. Interpretations of proverbs that say that science has been learned since childhood will be well embedded than learning in old age [9].

From the description, the problems that will be solved is can be formulated as follows: How is the effectiveness of the Development of Student Materials for Teaching English for Young Learner (TEYL) for PGSD FIP UNESA Students? The results of the composing of the material are expected to provide the following benefits: To describe the effectiveness of the Development of Student Teaching Materials for Teaching
English for Young Learners (TEYL) for PGSD FIP UNESA Students.

II. METHOD

This research is a development research model. Borg and Gall simplified 10 steps in developing mini learning into 5 main steps, namely (1) analyzing the products to be developed, (2) developing initial products, (3) expert validation and revision, (4) small-scale field trials and product revisions and (5) large-scale field trials and final products [10].

Referring to Borg and Gall, with a modification for a span of 8 months, then develop a product namely Student Textbook - Teaching English for Young Learners which includes:

1) Collecting Data

Week | Learning Outcome
---|---
1-2 | Understand the nature of teaching English in elementary schools
3-4 | Understand the characteristics of learners of English in Primary School and the characteristics of EYL teachers (English for Young Learner)
5-6 | Understanding Practicing Teaching Technique in EYL
6 | Understand Fun activities (Games) for Teaching English for elementary school children
7 | Understand Fun activities (Songs) for Teaching English for elementary school
8 | Mid Exam
9 | Designing Productive Language Skills (Listening and Speaking) on Primary Students English Learning
10-11 | Understanding Language Component Learning in Primary Students English Teaching classes
12 | Designing Media and Its Use in Primary English Learning
13-14 | Collecting TEYL Learning Videos and Making into TEYL Learning Media
15 | Formulate authentic assessment and its application in Primary school English learning
16 | Final Examination

2) the implementation stage, namely compiling BAM Teaching English for TEYL children to complete, setting towards multiplication in the form of book printing, 3) feasibility testing phase, which is limited to the results evaluated by 2 experts from academia by English and media experts, 4 ) limited test for Education Faculty UNESA Academic Community, 5) revision of English Language BAM (Teaching Material) for TEYL students from several aspects of the field of study such as (content rules, consistency of captions in each competency and practitioner side related to material, and material weights ) After going through these stages, Teaching English for Young Learners - TEYL is recommended as one of the Student Textbooks that is useful in the Academic Community of UNESA.

Research Design

The design of the research implementation has been designed as in the chart below;

This research is a type of research and development which uses the research model modified Borg and Gall with 10 stages of research. Next the researcher modifies these stages into 9 research stages, among others; (1) potential and problems; (2) Data collection; (3) product design; (4) design validation; (5) design revisions; (6) product testing; (7) product revisions; (8) experiment; and (9) product revisions. From the above stages, it is further classified into 3 research stages, namely; (1) preliminary study phase; (2) development stage; and (3) experiment phase [11].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This research is a development research model. Borg and Gall (2003) simplified 10 steps in developing mini learning into 3 main steps i.e.: (1) analyzing the products to be developed, (2) developing initial products, (3) expert validation and revisions.

The purpose of the activity in 1st stage is the assessment and identification of problems and the realities that occur about development. Activities carried out include (1) Survey and observation of needs analysis, analysis of constraints on classroom observations related to teaching materials. Student interviews related to the activities they do in lectures, and the efforts of the Primary School to optimize student competence through the TEYL Teaching English for Young Learners book. Obstacle analysis is illustrated by the problems faced by students in improving the ability to teach elementary English, through TEYL book users can improve their ability to teach English for Primary School.

After testing the product in small groups, there are inputs, in BAM Teaching English media for children - TEYL must be equipped with a complete reference to the standards that must be met by candidate elementary English teachers. The results of the experiments is used to improve the final product before the Product Development Research ends.

Product revision along with progress and improvements that have been achieved to become the final report of research activities from the third month to the last is

There has been media development from media experts and material experts related to the development of Teaching English for Young Learner - TEYL from the concept stage to the design stage. After that through the stages of collecting material that includes material that is in accordance with the development of English language skills of Primary School students.

Design (prototype) of designing BAM Teaching English for Young Learner - TEYL has produced media to produce a flow of foreign language learning that is in accordance with the characteristics of elementary school children.

From the design (prototype) is to make specifications that are more detailed about the program architecture, style, appearance and material and program requirements. The specifications are made quite detailed so that in the next stage Material Collecting more developed and directed and uses what is appropriate at the design stage. However, frequent additions
or changes in the display section or application parts are omitted or added to this design.

Using Indonesian language as in the Teaching Textbook for Teaching English for children - TEYL, which make easier for users.

English Teaching Book for children or BAM - TEYL which has been compiled based on the material to be presented has been reviewed by experts, The material presented reflects the description that supports each discussion, The material presented starts from the introduction of concepts, definitions, procedures, output displays and examples, concepts and the definition presented does not cause many interpretations and is in accordance with the concepts and definitions that apply in the field of science, facts and data presented in accordance with reality and efficiency to improve understanding, drawing diagrams and illustrations that are presented in accordance with reality and are efficient to improve understanding, diagrams and illustrations that are presented in accordance with reality and efficient.

The results of the t-test calculation are t count values or also called t empiric (t_e). To determine the significance level can use t table in the value table t. To see the t value of the table then first determine the degree of freedom (db) using the formula db = N - 1. The results of db are then seen in table t with a significant level of 5% to determine the level of error when tested at 5%.

The data shows the acquisition of a value of 4.372 which is called t count or empirical (t_e). At db = n-1 = 10-1 = 9, a significant level of 5% is obtained t table of 2,262. Thus, t_e or t calculate the value of the test on the product trial after using the TEYL Student Textbook Give My Answer to the material on teaching English skills for elementary school children experiencing a significant increase compared to before using Teaching Material TEYL.

IV. CONCLUSION

From the results of this study, it is expected that BAM TEYL Teaching English for Young Learners is useful for students of the PGSD FIP UNESA class.

The BAM TEYL Teaching English for Young Learners book was compiled and developed with the relationship of thematic learning with blended learning which made teacher candidate improve their abilities in teaching. This makes Teaching English for Young Learners book improve the ability to teach elementary English and improve their English skills for primary school children.
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